My Hundredth

by Alchemi

The wordplay ignores the one or more occurrences of a certain letter in each grid entry

Across

1

1 The Scots have got
round their objection at
last, thus giving an
opportunity (6)
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2
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9 Three odd horses
jumping ditch (6)

15
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10 I moaned about being
berserk (8)

19
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25
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13 Spoil half a rare type
of clover on the way
back (6)

27

28

15 Does one empty
teapots? (4)

29

30

16 After brief applause,
writer gives out
additional materials (10) body, Scotch whisky is
at the heart of boozers'
19 Monster all right
mushiness (8)
after the first attempts
are cut short (10)
30 Beers drunk by old
20 Mineral appearing in
short story (4)

music-makers (6)

23 Last of jelly found in
beef bone (6)

Down

28 More dangerous as I
ride on a roller-coaster
(6)
29 Though lacking

21

22

12 Poem about dessert
as medieval adornment
(8)

27 Goes faster when
mixing soup with tea (8)

8

11

4 Occasionally, as it
were, pixie's kiss helps
in getting up (8)

25 Bird that was
overrun by the return of
Attila (8)

7

1 In taffeta, Easterners
look like whales (7)
2 Being given to telling
tales, I'm leaving
mediation set-up (9)
3 Chicken breed found
in Ohio and Indiana (6)
5 Hack and grind (4)
6 Greedy-guts pokes
around and goes on (8)

7 Hindu leader
originally central to a
service? (5)

19 Giant prune as filling
in Yorkshire puddings
(7)

8 Possibly Barker's
second victory (7)

21 Sticks even worse
present inside (7)

11 Symbol of power for
exercise when it's dry
outside (7)

22 Carriage's reshaped
centre is key (6)

14 Sauce brewed in
Phuket (7)
17 Queue for drier seen
around an island (9)
18 South American
resident gets payout on
rearing horse (8)

24 Pair of thickoes
follow one into trap (5)
26 Fixed denomination
(4)

